Receiving Beauty for Ashes, the Oil of Joy for Mourning
Week 1: A Lenten Journey from Groaning to Glory in God’s Spirit

Brian McLaren from his book “Faith After Doubt”:
Why your beliefs stopped working and what to do about it
1. Simplicity (faith involved a deference to authority figures,
dualistic thinking, and obedience)
2. Complexity (faith that values independent thinking and learning,
pragmatism, effectiveness, and results)
3. Perplexity (a stage where faith feels perplexing; you have more
questions than answers; you feel sceptical of not only beliefs
but entire institutions)
4. Harmony (a "second simplicity" that has built upon all the
previous stages; an acceptance that the world is complex and
perplexing while also trusting in God; a humility that God can
solve our problems without our understanding them all;
faith manifest through love)
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God’s Spirit groans within us and creation as we await the full
unveiling and outworking of Trinity's redemptive genius that seems
so mysterious to us this side of the Cloud of witnesses and eternity.
How then, do we both work and wait? How do we exercise our faith
and yet leave room for the mystery of
suffering and delayed or no answer to prayer?
What does it mean to ‘work out our
salvation’ and ‘press on toward the goal to
win the prize’ and yet embrace the weakness
and foolishness of cruciform love that often
calls us to experientially participate in
Christ’s sufferings (Phil 3:10-16)?

Receiving and Releasing Jesus' Annointing in the Spirit

Re ections on our Faith Journey
“Despite knowing the journey...
and where it leads... I embrace it...
and I welcome every moment of it.”
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- Louise Banks (played by Amy Adams)
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As I was trying to convey about my faith journey last Sunday, while
riffing on themes from the movie ARRIVAL, I believe this is the
very thing that Paul is wrestling with in 2nd Corinthians near the
end of his life as he matures in his faith. For example, he prays for
healing and relief from his “thorn in the flesh” but apparently,
his best prayer algorithms don’t seem to ‘work’
and he is redirected to the mystery and
sufficiency of God’s grace.
What does that really mean ?
What might that look like in one’s life?

2nd Corinthians 12:6-10 (MIRROR)
6 Even though I have legitimate reasons to boast, I prefer not to.
My life speaks for itself and I have nothing to hide! 7 In sharp

contrast to these spiritual revelations, the physical pain that
I su ered and my severe discomfort momentarily distracted me.
It was as if the old mindset of accusation [Satan] persuaded me
that this a iction was actually God’s way of keeping me humble.

(Note that it was not a messenger from God, but from Satan!
The word, satanas means accuser! In his resurrection, Christ already
elevated us beyond any claim of accusation — See Eph 2:5,6; Col 3:1-3.)
8 I almost believed this lie and even implored the Lord three times
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to remove the thorn from my esh.

9 Finally it dawned on me that grace is God’s language;

he doesn’t speak
“thorn-langauge”! He said to me, “My grace elevates you, to be fully content.”
And now, instead of being overwhelmed with a sense of my own weakness,
he overwhelms me with an awareness of his strength!
Oh what bliss to rejoice in the fact that in the midst of my frailties
I encounter the dynamic of the grace of God to be my habitation!
10 I now enjoy a delightfully di erent frame of mind when I encounter
things that would normally make me feel frail, whether it be from
insults or when I am in situations where I’m forced to do things with
my arms twisted behind my back; whether I am persecuted or feel
squeezed into claustrophobic spaces. Because of Christ, every time that
I encounter weakness I escape into the strength of my I am-ness!
- 2nd Corinthians 12:6-10 (MIRROR)

Why Is Jesus Still Wounded After His Resurrection?
( extracts from Peter Wehner’s “The New York Times” article: 04/04/21)

Makoto Fujimura, artist and author of “Art and Faith: A Theology of
Making,” writes about the Japanese tradition of Kintsugi.
Kintsugi is the art of repairing broken pottery pieces with
lacquer dusted with gold. A Kintsugi master will take the broken
work and create a restored
piece that “makes the broken
parts even more visually
sophisticated. No two
works, done with such
mastery, will look the same
or break the same way.”

(to play KINTSUGI video clip, click link below)
https://vimeopro.com/user2890445/inspiring-music-and-videos/video/532876616

“Often, we try to repair broken things in such a way as to conceal
the repair and make it “good as new.” But the tea masters
understood that by repairing the broken bowl with the distinct
beauty of radiant gold, they could create an alternative to “good
as new” and instead employ a “better than new” aesthetic.
They understood that a conspicuous, artful repair actually adds
value. Because after mending, the
bowl’s unique fault lines were
transformed into little rivers of gold
that post-repair were even more
special because the bowl could then
resemble nothing but itself.”
- Teresita Fernández

( extracts from Peter Wehner’s “The New York Times” article: 04/04/21)

The practice of Kintsugi is built on the idea that in embracing
aws and imperfections, you can create a more beautiful and
more valuable piece of art.
Applying that concept to theology, Mr. Fujimura makes this
point: It’s through our brokenness that God’s grace can shine
through, “as in the gold that lls ssures in Kintsugi.”
Jesus came not to “ x” us, according to Mr. Fujimura, and not
just to restore us, but to make us something new.
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Why Is Jesus Still Wounded After His Resurrection?

1. Where are you at on your journey of maturing faith?
2. What season are you in and how does it feel?
3. What are you bringing forward with you from
earlier seasons of faith?
4. Have you at some point,
or are you now experiencing
a measure of ‘Harmony’?
5. How comfortable are you living
with doubt, with mystery, with
perplexity along the way?
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Phil 3:8-16 (MIRROR)
8 In fact, I have come to the conclusion that every
association I have had with that which de ned me
before as a devout Jew, is by far eclipsed by
what I have gained in knowing the Messiah.
Jesus Christ and his masterful redemption
de ne me now. Religion is like dog pooh; and it stinks, avoid stepping in it!
9 So here I am; found in Christ! I was looking in the wrong place all along!
My own duty-and-guilt-driven religious endeavor snared me in the cul-de-sac
maize of self-righteousness, sponsored by the law of works!
The faith of Christ reveals my identity; righteousness de nes who God
believes that I really am. This righteousness is sourced in God
and endorses the authority of faith.

Phil 3:8-16 (MIRROR)
10 Oh to comprehend the dynamic of his resurrection!

His resurrection is evidence of our righteousness!
In the revelation of God’s economy
of inclusion, I actually co-su ered with
him and co-died together with Christ!

(Because I was already fully represented in his su erings,
his death and resurrection, I am greatly inspired when
faced with contradictions now! Rom 4:25.)
11 When confronted with death,
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I actually come face to face with my own resurrection!

Phil 3:8-16 (MIRROR)
12 There may be blurry edges to my comprehending the full scope of
resurrection life beyond the grave; but I pursue the complete
conclusion of co-comprehending and fully grasping exactly that which
Jesus Christ knew all along about me when he died my death;
and to see me in his faith where I am so perfectly included
when he rescued and raised me out of the grasp of death!
13 I am not boasting about this new-found-righteousness as if I came up
with the idea; on the contrary, I have distanced myself from everything
the DIY-system of the law of works and willpower previously represented
in my reference; now I am fully engaged with that to which the
prophetic pointed. Christ is whom we were reaching for all along!
Here he is in our face; within our immediate grasp!

Phil 3:8-16 (MIRROR)

I have the prize of mankind’s redeemed
innocence in full view; just like a champion
athlete in the public games I refuse to be
distracted by anything else. God has invited
us in Christ, to lift up our eyes and realize our identity in him.
15 We who have discovered our perfect righteousness have our thoughts
anchored in Christ. If you still see yourself as imperfect, God will reveal
to you that you are wasting your time to imagine that you can become
more accepted and righteous than what you already are!
16 So then, let the message of grace set the pace.
(The law is a detour leading nowhere!)
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“I Want to Know You” (1990 Vineyard Song)

I want to know you
Lord I must know you
I want to be found in you
I want to be clothed in your truth
So I x my eyes on you
Lord I must see you
I put my faith in you
I spend my life on you
I want to know you
I want to know you
I want to love you
I want to know you more
Jesus, Jesus
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In the light of our free access to the Father, let us extend that
embrace to one another. Our gatherings are no longer a
repetition of tradition but an essential fellowship where we
remind one another of our true identity. Let us do so with
greater urgency now the day has dawned in our understanding.
- Heb 10:25 MIRROR

